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'The good mind is in love with truth!.

1. Editorial. The many (inter)faces of language.

The study of language has come to interest people in many disci-
plines. -For the contemporary linguist, language is communicative be-
havior the-organization of which can be cast as a grammar. Some lin=
guists most notabLr Noam Ohomsky and tho'se members of the'generative
school which he engendered, specify that this grammar be thought'of as
a set of syntactic rules producing sentences which, in turn, are open
to interpretation both as meaning (!semantics!) and as sound (+phono-
lOgy!). Other linguists (for example, Wallace Chafe in his Meaning
and the Structure of Language) also see language as grammar but one
which is fully motivated by underlying thought. Still other linguists,
the so-called !pragmatists', postulate that the systematic nature of
language is tied to its use in specified-settints, with specific spea-
ker-intentions. Working around this hard-core of grammar are many
other linguists dedicated to making grammatical formulations sensitive
to all human institutions. William Labov and other sociolinguists have
brought much clarity to the ways in which grammar is correlated with
societal organization. Psychologists and psycholinguists alike have
had success in comparing grannatical formulations -with neurological
functions in the brain.

To be sure, language, as the most characteristic of all human
psycho-social behavior, is involved with almost all aspects of our

existence. As1 we attempt to interrelate the study of language with
(Nl psychoanalysis and psychiatry, a significant shortcoming of linguistic

1- orientation becomes evident. Sapirls observation (!The status of lin-

ts guistics as a science--1929 reprinted in D. Mandlebaum, od., Selected

0-- Writings of 'E. Sapir, Berkeley, 1949, p. 160-6) that we are in need

Q of a science of symbolic behavior, is unfortunately just as true today
e4 as it was 46 years ago. Symbols, the basic working matter of psycho-

-----1
analysis, have been reduced by the linguist to the status of !arbitrary,

LL conventionalized, units. Because linguistics ignores the potential ca-
thexis of linguistic symbols, it must also ignore the function of these
symbols as keys to the workings of the human psyche through each of its
mental agencies. Grammar, as upheld by linguists, is basically the re-
sult of cognitive, logical functions. It is affectless. Even metaphor--
that essential property of creative language use--is most often approached
by the linguist from the viewpoint of how it affects the system of gram -r

mar (see, for example, Oven Thomas, Metaphor and related sUbjects N.Y.:

Random House, 1969). 2
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Tie desperately need a linguist cs which gives the study of lan-
guage use a separate status from th t of language form. The familiar
analogy of language to a game ..)es of go far enough. Tpose who ,play
the language game may know the rules, but, in addition,Ithey haVe dev-
eloped a number of personal verbal strategies which the use in various
mays-not only to win the game but also to display theirlown dispositions
to the other14ayers. Not only the psychoanalyst but a so the student
of group interaction can help the linguist develop the ew analytical
framework necessary to expand linguistic study beyond t e confines of
conveLtional linguistic grammars.

RDP

2. NEEDED: Reading lists in linguistics for psychiatrists and psycho-
analysts (and others in the medical sciences) who would
desire an introduction to the field. At this time there
are various study groups in the country who are dedicated
to understanding the basic tenents of linguistics. We in-
vite representatives of such groups to send in their choices
of books and articles, with annaations. Let's use INTER-
FACES as a forum to exchange ideas on the subject.

Also of interest would be a list of readings in psycho-
analytic theory and in group dynamics for linguists.

3. Featured Article: KICK THE BUCKET IS NOT AN IDIOM. Charles Ruhl,
Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia.

The construction kick the bucket in. the sense !diet is often cited
as a typical idiom. BYTarralion, an idiom is a syntactic construction
whose parts do not have the meanings they have in any other constructions.
In the ,literal version of kick the bucket, kick and bucket can be assigned
meanings:identical to those assigned in:other constriarais; it appears,
however, that they can not have such general meanings in a construction
whose sum meaning is 'dies.

But appearances re deceiving. There are two other constructions
meaning !diel which i volve kick: kick off and kick in. In a recent
Steve Roper comic sti7.p Mike Nomad-is -FLI hostage by man who ins-
tructs him to say over the telephone: Please pay off: Or I kiCk off:
Also, Connie Eble recently overheard a nurse caFlaininggbout having
sole charge of a geriatric ward: I had to take care of the -whole floor,
ard peoplviere kicking off left arid7FigEE:--Ehee oecurTiri three
constructiairEeaning td.M.,71T-is,noriaromatic (although the bucket
probably is).

This use- of ki* is puzzling if we do not recognize the METONYMIC
-status of thesecVatructions: they do not refer directly to death, but
to some contingent quality or situation. Two proposed originS of kick
the bucket illustrate this: in one, pigs about to be slaughtered,-=-
EIWCEEEFFnded.fromia beam of wood (bucket originally meant !beaMI:
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a metonymic semantic change), kicked the beam'as a nervous reflex when
they were killed; in the other, a man about to be hung (perhaps suicide),
rope around his neck, standing on a bucket, died when the bucket was
kicked from under him. (In addition, I recall my first attempt to analyze
this phrase occurred when I was milking cows; if the cow kicked the
bucket, the milk was spoiled, 'killed'. 'Note that a metonymic analysis
was quite natural for me to make).

A metonymic analysis may seam only, a special contrivance for this
occasion; but there are drruMber of English constructions which can best
be explained as examples of metonym-. Borkin (1972) cites constructions
she calls 'beheaded noun phrases', where a noun refers to something con-
tingent to it: I'm parked at the corner (= ray car); Turn up_the_HI-FI
C. the sound of TEZ7hi-fi);MOURICTIFToo difficult 171-17--(-CHOERYls
writings); HANOI has refused to coopeTarg7= the governmiErof the
country whose capital is HanoTT; THE WHOLE APARTWIT HOUSE has he ititia
(=all of the people in the apartmeX liouse). ConsidtralToFip emisras
like go to bed with and sleep wit b6 which refer to situations contingent
to seiiihriaFrEGEFse. Also, TOTite imperatives' such as Will yoU pass
the butter? and Can you tell me the time?, and expressions FRE as I
Have actuallygo when one is actually FinE7or invitations such as Would -youl fa-come to the arty? These and a number of other constructions
Mastrate that indirect reference, metonymy, is quite common in lanr
guage (see Ruhl, to appear, for more examples and discussiqri).,

However, even granting a metonymic status for the three kick-con-
,structions, the use of kick is still mysterious since it appears to have
no connection with the 'literal' kick, the, action of the leg and 'foot:
nor any clearly definable sense at ail. However, consider some other
uses of kick: kick uRa storm, kick against the traces, kick against
thi ricks, He real /-kicked about it, The ga-Ria-8-17-kiER-UP onels
,EFeas, and noun7E5Ules such as He-Toesnq-Egve any kia-FominZTTHis
WEINey'has a kick to it, and He's on an ecology VAIW710111Zfik to .

unify 'metaphorical' meanings-with the literal one is to interpret
the ability to kick as evidpnce of a human's (or anything's) ability
to have an impact, to make a difference, to complain or protest, c be
fully alive and forceful and decisive .as a human can benot just alive
as a vegetable, buralive and kicking.. A linguistic analysis can be
most fruitful if it Tagi-riFf-hastily make distinctions such as literal-
metaphorical, concrete-abstract, and even mindrbody;,and it can uae
profitably the insights.of a psychotherapeutic approach which sees mind
and body linked and interdependent. For Lowen (1972), the ability to
kick is the ability to be well-grounded in realty, to be able to feel
and express feelings, especially of rage and anger:

The simplest way to get aerson to express feelings is to
have him kick his legs intro the bed and say 'Not in a sus-
tained and loud voice. -Every patient has something to kick
about,' some protest to voice, and this is' especially true of
depressed patients. But they more than others have suppressed

4
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their negative feelings. When Joan kicked the bed, her move-
ments were mechanical, her'voice lacked conviction. Since she
could not pretend she had nothing to kick about, I was able to
confront her with the fact that she had suppressed her
feelings (p.

(We can also note that the first sign of life from a child in the womb
is a kick). The phrase kick-the bucket can be interpreted in this light.
The expression is disresp"TCEfMTbut in a backhanded way: if we use it,
we adopt a callous and irreverent tone, but we also create the impress-
ion that the person died, not passively and inertly, but with some active
force or impact. (The pigs kicking the beam can be seen as protesting
their death.) Perhaps death is so inherently a passive and solemn event
that ra can give it an active tone only-by being callous and irreverent.
(Note also the decisive finality2 as in:kick the habit).

These remarks are only suggestive, intending to open interpretive"
possibilities rather than to settle questions prematurely. They assume
that the human mind is much more complek than terely being logical,
scientific, conscious, practica1,41iteral, and even communicational.
We sttll can only suspect what the subcohscious abilities of humans
are, and we often seem deaf--in a scientific-mechanistic culture--to
the etidence of literature that the mind isTeltiays in free play, in-
venting and imagining, in ways which are much more extravagant than
would be necessary for communipation -.3r what we call knowledge.

Borkin Ann (19'2) Coreference and Beheaded NP's, Papers in Linguistics
Sao,

Lowen, Alexand (1972) Depression and the Body: The Biological Basis
of Faith a Reality, Pelican Ras.

Ruhl;Tairei tO appear TYpPragniatic Metbnymy, The'Second LAMS Forum.

L'N 4. Response to 'Language Dreaming' by Roger Vlescott, INTERFACES no. 3:

'On nurd and snurd, if the,sequence of my learning "the two words
is significant, thenifter probably influenced the former rather than
the reverse. I would guess snurd to be a respelling of Edgar Bergen's
character Mortimer Snerd, whFiva7 an archetypical snurd. That goes
back twenty or thirtY-Rars in my recollection, whereas I learned Third

ya couple of years ago. Mortimer, as old Bergen fans will reteWer,
w s a cousin or something of Charlie McCarthy, Beigen's famous dummy.

I wonder if the Freudians are interested so:much in elucidating
mysteries as in creating them. 'One gets the sensation that they are
always looking for some demiurge to explain things, rather than looking
at or for the simplest possible explanation; such as associative mecha-
nisms in the brain. In my own writing I am conscious all the time of
assimilatory mechanisms that cause me to choose, for example, the mem-
ber of a synonymic pair that bears the clodest resemblance to some
other word in the context, usually completely irrelevant in meaning.

t) .
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For instance, if I have just been saying context and I have to express
the idea of-attentiveness, I am apt to choose consciousness rather than
awarenei-S. Most of the time, in writing, I find that my task is to,root
out the similar-sounding words because I feel that the best style is
the most contrasty style. Particularly frequent and annoying is the
choice of a hamonm'orthe use of the !same! word in a slightly dif-
ferent sense, with the span of a sentence or of two adjoining sentences.
I've used some examples of this in the new final chapter of my _evision
of Aspects.!

Dwight Bolinger

5. Several INTWACES;readers sent in puns, as a follow-up to the
editorial in our last issue. Suzanne Ramey Legault supplied a
newspaper article on the reduction in size and quality of toilet
paper which contained the following: !Lowering the quality of the
product would have struck a body blow at a heretofore unassailable
example of the superiority of the American Way, working incalculable
mischief on a national psyche already rubbed raw by political...crises.'
Yourditor also found a newspaper item about a woman wrestler who
weighs 349 poundd. She flies to San Francisco once a month to wrestle
at the Cow Palace. From Fred van der Wens comes the notice of a book
which !probes the heretofore murky waters of the Submarine High Command.'
Fred also supplied a newspaper quip that !you don't have to be a
cannibal to get fed up with people'.

6. NEWS ITEM: PANEL ON !PSYCHOANALYTIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO SECOND LANGUAGE
LEARNIN HELD AT ACTFL CONVENTION, NOVEMBER 29, 1975
THE WA INGTON HILTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.

The participants we e: Robert J. Di Pietro (Moderator), Arcangelo
DlAmore M. D., Cha.lesRubl,"and Earl Stevick. More than 50 persons

--were-±-n-attendancey-inctuding-languao-teauhers from the U. S. and
other countries. Persons interested in obtaining the full text of
each paper may contact the ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Ling-
uistics, Center for Applied Linguistics, 1611 N. Kent Street, Arling-
ton, Virginia 22209. The following are brief summaries of the papers:

1..!Language Code Switching in Bilipgual Psychotherapy: A Prelim.'ReportJ
(A. DIAmarel M. D.)

The verbal part of psychotherapy is usually conducted entirely
in the language spoken where the patient and the therapist are living.
However, thy: situation sometimes occurs when the patient and the
therapist are bilingual in the same languages. This per is a
preliminary reptrt of Italian-English code switching as I have ob-
served it in my psychiatric practice. Features of six cases are
discussed. Among the conclusions drawn from them are (1) English,

\ as the second language learned at an older age, can be used to bol-
ster ego control and mastery in interpersonal relations. (2) It can
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also be used defensively in an attempt to remain conflict-free, and
as pert of a flight into reality. (3) Italian as the mother tongue is
conflict-laden and associated with the childhoOd experiences of vul-
nerability, dependency and helplessness. (4) Ambivalent feelings of
love and hate are more affect-laden in Italian. (5) A bilingual person,
experiencing the intertwining of libidinal and aggressive drives, is
prone to an attempt at conflict resolution by splitting himself along
the language cleavage. Ego synthesis and a sturdy sense of ego-iden-
tity are interfered with. In such circumstances, psychotherapeutic
intervention by a bilingual psychotherapist or psychoanalyst may prove
advantageous.

2. !On Generaliz g Meaning' (C. Ruhl, Old Dominion UniverSity).

In teaching a language, our goal is to provide as much general
understanding as possible, so that the student is not forced to learn
the language by memorizing every single fact. But in trying to get at
the generalities of language we are apt to make two different mistakes:
(1) aomisjudgment of the generalities of the language, overlooking some
and creating bogus ones and (2) an improper presentation of these gener-
alities to the students so that they do not grasp them. To avoid these
errors, we must realize that most of our native language ability was
acquired long before we were conscious of what we were learning. 'Mille
we teachers are aware that the students must learn more than what we
consciously teach them, we secretly hope for the day when we would un-
derstand a language so well that we could spell out everything for the
student. The source of this secret hope is the misapprehension that a
language is completely rational. I have collected over 1800 sentences
with the verb break, in order to demonstrate how many particular things
the subconscious mind can conceive of as breaking -many more than the
conscious mind'ever could. The massive data is convincing evidence that
there is really a single meaning for break whichcannot be defined or
understood by rational means. In teaching such verbs, we must lead the
student to see the total range of possibilities of uses. Giving many
examples spurs the student's subconscjous to work. The ability to be
creative with language in new and particular situations comes from the
generalizing power of the sUbconsciou6 mind.

3. (Untitled). .Earl Stevick, Foreign Service Institute, Dept. o2 State.

A student's self-image_is his most precious possession. Yet this
image is constantly threatened in a '.anguage class (or anywhere else).
Some threats core from the foreignness of the language, others from the
power ithbalance between student. and teacher, others from fellow students,
and others from the student's failure to live up to What he expects of
himself. All of these threats produce various kinds, of defensive behavior,
which interfere with the quality as well as with the quantity of learning.
Teachers should try to run their courses in ways which will reduce these
threats. A general strategy might include three elements: (1) trying
to maximize student security; (2) arranging for students to study in

7
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ways that maximize their own self-investment in the enterprise; (3)
allowing students, as much as possible, to learn from themselves and
from one another, rather than directly from the teacher. These three
elements are compatible with one another if the teacher concentrates
on establishing and maintaining classroom routines, and on making ne-
cessary information available when needed; and allows the students a
large amount of resi for who says what to whom, and when.

In the discussion following the presentations, the panel was asked
why students who demonstrate high ability in 111 other subjects continue
to do poorly in foreign language courses. One panelist felt that the
initial orientation along with the pressure to become a member of an
alien group is very trying for the student. Another believed that the
anxiety comes from within, as a result of the superegoTs high ideals,
or from parental pressure to achieve.. It was stated that both student
and teacher are learners, thus de-emphasizing the distinction often
made between the two, in which the student may come to represent the
id, and the teacher, the superego. A member of the audience commented
that often times there exists an alienation when a student is forced to
take a certain subject to fulfill a degree requirement. In response
to a related question, it was emphasized that making students aware of
specific terms (such as ego, alienation, etc.) would probably not help
to alleviate any tenseness between teacher and student in such a situation.
A. positive language-learning experience may be described as ego -syntonic,
i.e., One thatreigorces and strengthens what a person is. It was
further emphasized that there As a need for personalization in language
learning. In order ,to minimize the possibility of alienation, the
target-language experience- should effectively relate to each individual's
needs. internalization of the language over a period of time is regarded
as a sort of'de -alienation/.

Dr. D/Amore the psychoanalyst. on the panel, was asked if recent
bilingual arrivals in the U. S. demonstrate the same defense mechanisms
that are evidenced in the speech of immigrants mho have resided here for
a longer period of time. He resporded that the evidence cited in his
paper was compiled from patients who have been here from three months
to as long,as 30 years. He sees language as an integral part of culture,
and code - switching as a reflection of the influence of adjustments and
rew experiences. A cultural shift permits parallel shifts in the ego,
super-ego, and the total self-image. The majority of decent Italian ar-
rivals do not speak dialects, but rather the standard language. AS a
result; there is less of a cultural gap now than there was 20 years ago.
A language learned as an adult is associated with maturity and prestige.
Nost bilingual patients in this country identify with English,in this
manner.

prepared by Nancy Lee Schweda,
Georgetown University

8
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7. NM 'S ITEMS:

. The Institute for Vico Studies (69 Fifth Avenue, Suite 17-A,
New York, N. Y. 10003) will hold a conference on VICO AND CONTE.11-
PORARY THCUGHT (January. 27,31, 1976). Among the many panels set
up to explore Vico's influence on contemporary fields are the
following: Vico and Psychology, Vico and Anthropology, and
Vico and Linguistics. The speakers include Rollo May, Donald Verene,
Silvano Arieti (Wag will speak.on Vicolssuggestions to psychiatrists),
NOam Chomsky,.Rdbert Di Pietro, and Roger Wescott. For' further
information, write to Dr. Giorgio Tagliacozzo at the address given
above.'

The next interest group meeting on linguistics and psychoanalysis
at Georgetown University will be held, as usual, at the time of,
the annual Georgetown Roundtable on Languages and Linguistics.
The dates are March 11, 12, 13, 1976. All interest groups will
meet for three hours on Thursday, March 11th. We are planning to
dedicate this group meeting to the dynamics of language use in
groups. Other ideas are also invited, For further information
about the meeting contact: Dr. Clea Rameh, School of Languages
and Linguistics, Georgetovm University, Washington, D. C. 20057.
Ask about the Georgetown Roundtable Meeting and she will send you
all the pertinent information.

The First National Conference on Rational Psychotherapy as
held at the Lewis University School of Law .in Chicago, June 6-8th,
1975. Over 400 professionals and non-professionals were in atten-
dance For additional information on the proceedings of the con-
ference, contact Dr. Janet Wolfe, 1 East 65th. Street, N. Y. 10021.

Through direct communication with the author, I learned that Dr.
Marshall Edelson's new book Language and Interpretation in Psycho-
analysis is to be published this fall EV-the Yale University Press.

Prof. Michael J. Reddy of Columbia University has sent our Archives
two papers: TA Functional Typology of Puns' and 'Formal Referential
Models of Poetic Structure'. 'Both deal with multiplicity of meaning
in poetry. Those interested in this subject can contact Prof. Reddy
at the Dept. of English and Comparative Literature, Columbia Univ.,
New York 10027.

Mrs. L. Smith of l'iaterloo, Ontario writes of her own experience in
code-switching and language use. Her family qleaks German, Spanish,
and English. Mile they sometimes mix all three languages,in one
sentence, the syntax of the sentence will be correct for only one
of the languages, Certainly code - switching does not affect all
components of language in the same ways. More research needs to
be done in this area.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS'
9
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